
WHAT'S YOUR
RECIPE FOR

LOVE?

USING YOUR VERY OWN

SECRET INGREDIENTS

Keys to a Happy and

Healthy Relationship
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When you say "I love you," what
do you mean?

What one believes are the key ingredients in a loving relationship
differs from person to person, influenced by their experiences and

individual needs. 

We create a "recipe for a loving relationship" by sharing
with one another those elements we perceive as our "must
haves" so that our commitment survives when the going

gets rough, as it inevitably will.
 

Check the Recipe before You Bake
the Cake

The most delicious meals result from carefully chosen ingredients.
With two cooks in the kitchen, it's important you've agreed on what

those are. Perhaps, one of you likes food a little spicier than the other.
Maybe your partner has some foods they simply don't eat. This needs

to be determined before the cooking begins.



From the beginning, Jay and I were committed to keeping
our love alive for a life time, but it didn't take long for us to

find out that what it meant to be a "loving partner" had
somewhat different definitions for each of us.

Finding the Good Enough Recipe

"He seemed to want to spend more evenings out
with friends than home with me." 

This is a fairly common experience.
other couples have said: 

"Her attention always seemed to wander when I
talked about work."

"He thought he should handle the finances
on his own without my say." 

"The children absorbed all her energy.
There was nothing left for me."

"He could make a joke out of anything, but a
lot of times that hurt my feelings." 



 
loving, committed relationhips 

 101
At the point that a relationship begins to move into a committed

phase, it becomes increasingly important that each of you
knows what commitment means to the other. What is it that you

expect from each other once you have mutually acknowledged
that you have a future together.

What are your key ingredients?

It's likely you've never asked yourself this question in such a
direct way before. You must do so now. You cannot communicate
your expectations to your partner until you are clear in your own

heart just what they are. 

Love, we all agree, is essestial, but for love to survive, you need to
articulate the other elements you hope for in this relationship.  It
is helpful as well to have a sense of which elements have priority

over the others.
 
 You also must tackle differences

in expectations.



What is a "Loving Commited Relationship"?
What can it do and not do? Are our

expectations of it reasonable?
 
 
 

Is it a five-course dinner . . . or
an after-dinner mint?  Only you

can say.



ready to start cooking? 

here's what you will need:
A quiet half-hour set aside for just the two of you

A space where you can be alone
Lined notebooks - one each

Two pens - or pencils
A device to keep time

Two glasses or cups of your favorite beverage
Absolutely, no distractions - yes! turn off your cells.



Cooking is like painting or writing a song. Just as there are
only so many notes or colors, there are only so many flavors -

it's how you combine them that sets you apart. 

Brooke Lark

Wolfgang Puck



gather the ingredients

You've had many other relationships before meeting one another - wonderful and
not so wonderful. Some intimate connections continue; others slipped away or

were rejected.  They all, however, helped you learn what worked or didn't work for
you in close liaisons with others.

 
 

Reflect now upon those relationships that seem to you to have been the most
successful -- whether they were within your family or with a former lover. What

essential key ingredients did they share?
Also, look back at ones that didn't work out. What important elements did they

lack? What gave them, so to speak, a "bad taste?"
 
 

Some ingredients will be like salt -appearing in every important recipe for a good
relationship. Others like chili peppers will be essential to only certain kinds of

commitments. There may even be some elements that seem insignificant, such as
baking soda, but without which an otherwise promising relationship proves flat

and flavorless.
 

For very special recipes, the essential ingredients can sometimes be hard to find,
but the search is worth it because the final product is truly savory.

 
 
 
 



No two couples will concoct the same recipe, but here
are some ingredients other couples have chosen. 

Paramont Commitment to the relationship
Faithfulness

Humility
Patience

Forgiveness
Honesty

Trust
Taking Time for Each Other

Communicate often
Respect

Admiration
Appreciation

Expressing affection
Gift giving

Touch
Loving words

Humor
Put each other first

Really know each other
Be friends
Kindness

Have each's other back
Know it's okay to disagree

Give each other personal space
Emotional support

Celebrate big and small achievements
Shared meaning
Common values

 



step one
test your taste buds

Open your notebook to a clean sheet
Make a list by answering the question:

 
 "What elements must a couple have in their

relationship for it to survive?"
 

Remember "Love" is assumed. So, don't
include it in your list.

 
Go over your list. Be certain these are the

ingredients you would chose above all others. 
 

step two
sift the ingredients

together
 
 

Review your list.
Rank the ingredients. 

#1 being the most important.



step three
Stir it all up

Share your notebooks
Give special attention to Numbers 1, 2 & 3

Take turns telling one another why each element is so important to
you.

 
For example, "Giving each other personal space" could be particularly

important to someone brought up in a busy, noisy household. Whereas,
making plenty of time to be together might be a first priorty for

someone who becomes lonely easily.
 
 

A hightened sense of equal

regard and empathetic listening

are vital at this point.



step four
combine ingredients

 
After listening and discussing, combine your lists

Agree on the top three ingredients your new "Recipe
for Love."

Some elements may be exactly the same - wonderful!
 

Others might combine easily - like brown sugar and
butter.

 
Then there'll be those that are like oil and water.
These require discussion so that you understand

each other's hopes more clearly. 
In comparing where your hopes and values differ, as
well as where they converge, you gain understanding

and through that understanding faith that you can
find the way to acceptable compromises that respect

both your expectations for the future of this
relationship.



Raie your glasses and toast one another on a task
well done.

Lay aside your notebook and pencils

Name your new recipe.
 

You may even want to print it out in pretty script on a beautiful
background and hang it in a prominant place.

Over time, your recipe for love and commitment will change as will your expectations of one
another. Keep those notebooks handy. Be willing to find the time to revisit these questions
from time to time. Some couples choose the anniversary of the day they met or the day they

first said "I Love You." What will be your unique special time?


